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“The difference can be summed up in 
two words: “Fusion euphoria”! That’s 
the feeling of relief our users have 
experienced in having an easy-to-
use intuitive solution for generating 
purchase requisitions. They find it 
logical and sensible. It just works 
and the process is so much easier to 
follow.” 

Kevin Hunt
Procurement & Logistics Manager, 
Finance Division
JT Ltd



Where did the impetus come from to switch to using Fusion 
e-Requisitions?

We were mainly using Sage Purchase Requisitions functionality, 
which is more aimed at finance and purchasing specialists. It 
proved too much for users in the business, who raise and 
authorise purchase requisitions on an intermittent basis.

Datel’s Fusion e-Requisitions product offered us the possibility of 
an intuitive web-based application that is flexible and easy to use, 
perfect in fact for people who are not regular users of Sage. We 
made our first trial of the solution in summer 2013 and went live 
fully in late 2013.

What kinds of items are ordered through Fusion e-Requisitions?

We use it extensively to purchase essential goods and services 
for the business. It’s hard to give a definitive list as we use it for 
everything with a value of over £500, and, therefore needs a 
purchase order. This could range from rental of submarine cable to 
a telephone exchange.

If you can think of it, we probably use Fusion e-Requisitions to buy 
it! 

What impact has using Fusion e-Requisitions had on efficiency? 

The solution connects to Sage at many levels and draws on the 
information held within the system. So, for example, there are 
drop-down lists with the cost centres and stock codes, instantly 
giving users all the information they need to create a requisition.

Built-in workflow keeps the requisition moving and ensures that 
the correct process is always followed, with the requisition going 
to the appropriate person at the correct authorisation level. All this 
definitely reduces the scope for error, so accuracy has improved. 
It ensures that the right process is consistently followed and that 
nothing is overlooked.

Fusion e-Requisitions also automates the production of the 
purchase order – a process that was previously very labour 
intensive. Once the requisition is approved, the PO is generated 
for the supplier within Sage. Previously the Procurement team 
had to manually produce an order, scan it, file it, email it…this was 
completely unproductive time that added no value whatsoever. 

We now save two minutes on processing every purchase order. It 
doesn’t sound a lot but three months on from the implementation 
and 2,000 purchase orders later, the time we save is beginning to 
add up. I reckon we’ve already saved the equivalent of two weeks 
of a full-time employee’s time.

JT has a history of providing telecom services to Channel Islanders that stretches back to late Victorian times. 
Today, the company provides landline, mobile and broadband services to business, personal and wholesale 
customers throughout the UK mainland and as far afield as Australia and the Americas.

A long-time user of Sage, JT has Sage 1000 in place for accounts, purchasing and procurement. Datel has been 
the company’s Sage Business Partner for the best part of a decade. 

From JT’s main offices in St Helier, Jersey, Kevin Hunt, Procurement & Logistics Manager, Finance Division, 
outlines the value that implementing and using Fusion e-Requisitions from Datel has brought to its 
requisitioning process.



Another benefit is that with everyone using the same solution, 
we can aggregate requests from different areas of the business 
and this puts us in a stronger position to negotiate discounts with 
suppliers.

How does your user community regard Fusion e-Requisitions? 

The difference can be summed up in two words: “Fusion 
euphoria”! That’s the feeling of relief our users have experienced 
in having an easy to use intuitive solution for generating purchase 
requisitions. They find it logical and sensible. It just works and the 
process is so much easier to follow.

There used to be resistance to following corporate purchasing 
policy – people would try to do their own thing and circumvent the 
process by putting a purchase against a nominal code. Now, with a 
simple, straightforward solution in place, there’s no reason not to 
comply consistently. This in turn helps in controlling our cash flow: 
with everything being on a purchase order upfront, the Finance 
team has full visibility of our commitments.

Do you have any plans to extend your use of Fusion e-Requisitions 
in the future?

While the solution is web-based and can be accessed and used 
across numerous offices, it is primarily being used in our Jersey 
and Guernsey operations. We have already ordered more licences 
to support its use here. In addition, as other companies in the 
JT Group are brought into the Sage fold, we’ll roll out Fusion 
e-Requisitions to users in those businesses as an effective way to 
streamline and automate a routine but important process.

“We now save two minutes 
on processing every purchase 
order. It doesn’t sound a lot 
but three months on from the 
implementation and 2,000 
purchase orders later, the 
time we save is beginning 
to add up. I reckon we’ve 
already saved the equivalent 
of two weeks of a full-time 
employee’s time”

Kevin Hunt
Procurement & Logistics 
Manager, Finance Division
JT Ltd



Datel – Expanding the world of Sage

Established in 1981, Datel has grown to be the largest Sage Strategic 
Partner in the UK. Over 160 people at our Warrington headquarters and 
in our Leeds and London offices look after more than 1,000 customers in 
sectors ranging from food & drink to pharmaceuticals, telecoms to travel. 

We deliver integrated solutions that unify data from every corner of  
the business. We help our customers to strengthen their management 
control and compete effectively in today’s global markets.  
ISO 9001:2008 accredited, we have one of the industry’s most 
experienced implementation teams who apply our tried and tested 
methodology to complete projects on time and to budget. 

Customers benefit from our expertise and accreditations to keep their 
Sage 200, Sage 1000 or Sage X3 solution closely aligned with their 
evolving business. They are also able to draw on our Fusion suite 
of software products that complement and expand the core Sage 
functionality. 

Customers appreciate our consultative, listening approach, as we take 
time to understand their business and invest in the relationship with 
them. They value our exceptional transparency; for example, up-to-date 
statistics on customers’ satisfaction with our Support team are posted on 
our website.

No one knows Sage better than Datel. Our readiness to invest in our 
people and our commitment to excellence have netted us numerous Sage 
and industry awards and we’re justifiably proud of our contribution to the 
wider Sage community.  To find out more about our products and services, 
visit our website at www.datel.info.

Solution benefits for JT:

An intuitive, time-saving application that is 
easy for non-specialists to use 

Built-in workflow steers a requisition 
through authorisation 

www.datel.info

0844 417 0749

Encourages compliance with purchase 
requisition procedures, providing full 
visibility of commitments 

Web-based for easier roll out and access 

Developed by Datel to complement core 
Sage purchasing functionality 


